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crucial innovations that result in a substantial reduction of the formerly high amount of manual work.
First, in the new system, when an orthographic word is phonetically transcribed, its morphological structure is taken into account. In German, the pronunciation of a letter is not only dependent on the letter itself and its letter context, but also on its morphological context. By the morphological structure of a word, we refer to the way in which the word is composed of prefixes, stems, and suffixes. Several automatic transcription systems for German also carry out a morphological analysis (see, for example, the systems described by Kommenda, Schnabel and Roth, and Wolf et al. ' ). Additional systems that carry out a morphological analysis for applications other than phonetic transcription are described by Koch et aL8 and by T h~r m a i r .~ None of these systems, however, utilizes such an extensive morphological knowledge base as the system presented here. Furthermore, no morphological analysis system is known to us that has such a broad coverage of German morphology and carries out a morphological analysis of German words with such a high degree of correctness as the system presented here.
The second innovation in the new system is that severalphonetic transcriptions are generated for a word if it has several significantly differing common pronunciations. The transcription components in text-to-speech systems always provide one transcription per word, because a text-tospeech system must synthesize only one pronunciation of a word. A speech recognition system, on the other hand, must adequately react to different common pronunciations of a word. Therefore, a transcription component providing transcriptions for a speech recognition system must generate multiple transcriptions per word, representing at least its most significantly differing common pronunciations. A system that generates multiple transcriptions for an Italian speech recognition system was developed by Scarci and Taraglio. lo To our knowledge, the system presented here is the first automatic transcription system that generates multiple transcriptions for German words.
In this paper we first define the problem in detail, then we provide a short survey of our former semiautomatic approach to the generation of pho-IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 32, NO 3, 1993 netic transcriptions. The drawbacks of that approach lead us to the new approach with the two innovations mentioned above. The main part of this paper describes the fundamental principles of the new approach, the system architecture, and the linguistic knowledge and its representation. Finally, we present statistical data illustrating the linguistic performance of the system. An appendix is provided that contains examples of morphological analyses and phonetic transcriptions automatically generated by the system. Throughout the paper phonetic transcriptions are given using the International Phonetic Alphabet, which is defined in detail in Reference 11. A shorter definition of a more actual and revised version of the alphabet is given by Ladefoged in Reference 12.
We conclude this introduction with two fundamental remarks concerning the task of automatically generating phonetic transcriptions.
First, almost every system simulating languagespecific human capabilities has limitations in its linguistic correctness and completeness. The same is true for transcription systems: currently each automatic transcription system for German produces at least a small number of incorrect transcriptions.
Second, the feasibility and the complexity of an automatic transcription system vary from language to language. They strongly depend on the reflection of the pronunciation in the orthography of the language. Italian and Spanish are known as languages for which it is relatively easy to develop transcription systems, whereas it is more difficult for English, French, and German.
We ask the reader to consider these final remarks while reading this paper.
The problem
The speech recognition system now being developed in the IBM Heidelberg Scientific Center requires that the phonetic transcriptions are available for each word of its reference vocabulary. The transcriptions are used as reference units during the recognition process.
The concept word includes six subclasses: as <KO-GroBschreibung>, which triggers the speech recognition system to write the dictated words that follow exclusively in capital letters.
For words coming out of each subclass, the speech recognizer requires transcriptions. Some subclasses require different methods of supplying transcriptions. For a large quantity of words, it will not suffice to provide one transcription. Many words have several significantly differing common pronunciations, as Table 1 illustrates.
Our current prototype of the German speech recognition system, which includes a reference vocabulary of about 12 000 different words, has on average 1.23 transcriptions per word.
We cannot limit the pronunciation variants of a word to those listed in the pronunciation dictionaries for German.
The description of the pronunciation variants in these dictionaries is too restrictive to be used in a speech recognition system. The decision to be made concerning the pronunciation variants used as reference units should depend on the real pronunciation of German speakers, as long as this pronunciation is not 
4.
Before < sl> or ( < s > plus one of the derivational suffixes < i s c h > , < i g > , o r < u n g > )
5.
After one of the letters < a > , < o > , o r < u >
6.
Etse 
Approaches to the problem solution
The former approach and its inadequacies. In the past we generated the transcriptions with a semiautomatic procedure.
The first automatic step originated from the textto-speech system TETOS. l6 With a rule-based approach, it created one transcription for each full orthographic word. Abbreviations, special characters, and digit strings were first automatically mapped onto their full orthographic equivalents, before being transcribed by means of the rules.
In order to demonstrate how the letter-to-phone rules functioned, we give a short description of the rule formalism and an example of letter-tophone rules expressed in this formalism. A complete definition of the formalism and a listing of all rules used by the TETOS system can be found in Reference 17.
The general format of the letter-to-phone rules is:
left[string$ight + phonetics One would read this as: Map string on the transcriptionphonetics, if string occurs in the orthographic word, which is to be transcribed, within the context left and right. String is a string of letters. The contextual conditions of a rule, i.e., left and right, could contain letter strings as well as names for sets of letter strings. The sets are defined by the rule writer and are designated with single capital letters, whereas all letter strings are lowercase. The character <#> is used to represent the word boundary. The rules are ordered. This means that, for a given letter string, the rules are applied in their order within the rule set.
3.

4.
5.
6.
Nc
A well-known example concerning the correspondence between letters and phones in German is the pronunciation of the letter string <ch>. If we overlook some exceptions, we can formulate the correspondence rules as in Table 2 .
If we define the two sets S = {isch ig ung} B = {a o u} we can express these correspondence rules in the rule formalism as shown in Table 3 .
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The automatic part of our former semiautomatic transcription procedure had two major drawbacks entailing a high amount of revision of the transcriptions in the second manual step.
First, only one transcription was created per orthographic word. Thus transcriptions of additional pronunciations had to be added manually.
Second, the former approach neglected one important parameter when mapping letters on phonetic transcriptions. This caused many transcription errors, which had to be identified and corrected manually. The procedure mapped letters on their transcriptions depending upon the letters themselves and their letter context. The emphasized (bold appearing) letters and the transcriptions corresponding to them in the pairs of sample words found in Table 4 , show that these two parameters are not the only ones determining the phonetic equivalent of a letter in German. The different transcriptions of the same letter string in these word pairs is a consequence of the fact that the words have different molpholog'cal structures, as can be seen in the second column of each example. We want to explain this in more detail with the pronunciations of the letter strings <ch> and <sch> in the word pairs <Wach-stube> vs <Wachs-tube> and <Haus-chen> vs <tausch-en> respectively.
Applying the rules of Table 3 to the string <ch> in the two words <Wach-stube> and <Wachs-tube> generates the pronunciation [x] by Rule 5 both times, which is incorrect for < Wachs-tube> .
The only way to differentiate between the two correct pronunciations [x] (for < Wach-stube>) and [k] (for <Wachs-tube>) in these two identically written words is to refer to the different morphological structures: <ch> after <a>, <o>, or < u > and at the end <ch> before < s > followed by a morph boundof a morph-pronounce [x] ary-pronounce [k]
When we apply the rules to <sch> in the two words <Haus-chen> and < tausch-en> , Rule 3 generates the pronunciation [fl each time, which is incorrect for <Haus-chen>. There are two ways to differentiate here between the two correct pronunciations [sc] (for <Haus-chen>) and [fl (for <tausch-en>). + J contextual conditions and to differentiate between the two correct pronunciations by making This method of solving the problem is quite awkreference to the sole discriminating feature of the ward, because the set of letter-to-phone rules betwo orthographic words, i.e., their initial letter:
comes gradually confused by many exceptional rules and by long contextual conditions. Further-
more, the method does not consider the real rea-son for the different pronunciations, which, after all, is the different morph structure of the words.
The second way is to take into account the various morphological structures of the words and formulate rules such as the following:
Pronounce < sch> as [sc] if <ch> is the beginning of the suffix cchen> Else, pronounce <sch> as [fl
The new approach. Disregarding the morphological structure of the words when phonetically transcribing them caused many transcription errors in our former approach. This deficiency, as well as the drawback that only one transcription was generated per word, led us to a new approach. The remarkable innovations of the new approach compared with the former one are:
It takes into account the morphological structure of words. It can generate several transcriptions per word if there exist several significantly differing common pronunciations of the word.
The new approach consists of the two main steps, morphological segmentation and phonetic transcription.
The first step, morphological segmentation, has to segment the orthographic words into the morphs they consist of, i.e., into prefix, stem, and suffix. The boundary before each morph has to be marked with a special character, which indicates the coarse class of the following morph. In order to mark the boundaries, we use the following characters:
+ before a prefix = before a stem % before suffixes of German origin -before suffixes of French or English origin Furthermore, the word boundaries are marked with the word boundary symbol c # >, in order to facilitate, in the second step, the application of such letter-to-phone rules that deal with special pronunciations found only at the beginning or at the end of a word.
Some words have several morphological segmentations with different pronunciations. An example -before suffixes of Latin or Greek origin is < Wachstube > previously discussed. Therefore, the first step of the new approach is to segment these special words in several ways.
Two major, and five minor, linguistic knowledge sources are necessary for morphological segmentation and for morph boundary marking.
The two major knowledge sources are:
1. A morph dictionary containing the morphs and afine classification of the morphs according to syntactically relevant morph classes 2. A word syntax describing those sequences of (fine) morph classes that underlie syntactically well-formed words. The word syntax will prevent syntactically ill-formed segmentations, such as the segmentation of cWalzer> (English: waltz) in
*#=Wal+zer#
Le., into the stem <Wal> (English: whale) and the prefix <zer>. This incorrect segmentation can be rejected by means of the syntax, since a prefix may not occur at the end of a word.
( A n asterisk in front of a word or a segmentation is used above and in the following text to indicate that the word or the segmentation is ungrammatical.)
The five minor knowledge sources are: . This table contains for each (fine) morph class the symbol that the segmentation procedure has to use when marking a boundary before a morph belonging to this class. For example, the table can fix that + , =, %, -, and -have to be used as specified above.
A table of forbidden morph classes. To explain
the concept of forbidden morph classes, we must make a short digression: German orthography has a special feature that must be taken into account by a morphological segmentation procedure. If two stems are concatenated, where
The first stem ends in a vocalic letter and two
The second stem starts with the same conidentical consonantal letters, and sonantal letter and a vocalic letter then the result of the concatenation does not contain the consonantal letter three times, but only twice. For example, the concatenation of <Krepp> (English: crepe) and <Papier > (English: paper) is not *<Krepppapier>, but <Kreppapier>. To make the segmentation of such words into their original components possible, the segmentation procedure has to check each word to determine whether it contains a double consonant enclosed by vocalic letters. If so, the segmentation procedure not only tries to segment the original word (with two consonants), but also a modified copy of it (with three consonants). Now, each of the three consonants arising from the consonant trebling must belong to a stem; they must not belong to a prefix, or suffix. To avoid incorrect segmentations like that of <Hersteller> (English: producer) into *#+Her=stell%ler#
where one of the trebled <1> erroneously occurs in the suffix <ler>, we introduce a table of forbidden classes, which contains the names of the prefix and suffix classes, and which must not attract any of the three consonantal letters arising from consonant trebling.
3.
A dictionary of exceptional words. By an exceptional word, we refer to a word with a segmentation that requires morph classes and word syntax rules applying to only one or two different words. The integration of such rules into the word syntax is too costly compared to a simple insertion of the one or two exceptional words with their segmentations in this dictionary.
4.
A dictionary of abbreviations, special characters, and punctuation marks. The morphological segmentation, by means of the knowledge sources described above, works for full orthographic words. Abbreviations, special characters, and punctuation marks cannot be segmented into morphs by means of a morph dictionary. They must first be mapped onto their full orthographic equivalents, which then can be segmented. The dictionary of abbreviations, etc., contains abbreviations, special characters, and punctuation marks with their full orthographic equivalents.
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5.
A procedure for the mapping of digit strings on their segmented full orthographic equivalents.
Input to the second step of the new approach, phonetic transcription, is the output of the first step, i.e., orthographic words annotated with morph and word boundary symbols. The second step has to generate the transcriptions for these words. The linguistic knowledge necessary to carry out this process is a set of letter-to-phone rules that must fulfill two conditions in order to take into account the two innovations of the new approach:
1. The rules must be able to consider the morphological structure of the orthographic words, indicated by the morph boundary symbols inserted by the first step. 2. It must be possible to map the same letter string on several alternative transcriptions in order to facilitate the generation of multiple transcriptions per word, which represent pronunciation variants.
This two-step process, consisting of morphological segmentation and subsequent phonetic transcription, is illustrated in Figure 1 with the example word < Wachstubem . 
Realization of the new approach
Fundamental principles. The new phonetization system requires several knowledge sources for morphological segmentation and for phonetic transcription. As these knowledge sources are extensive and complex, it is not appropriate to integrate them into a program. For the sake of flexibility, we decided to separate linguistic knowledge and software as much as possible, and to encode the knowledge in representation formalisms that are interpreted by the software. This permits development of the linguistic knowledge independently of the software. Updates in the knowledge do not entail any modifications of the software, as long as the formalisms for knowledge representation are left unchanged. Furthermore, separation of linguistic knowledge and software permits the user to develop a system for another natural language without changing the program code. The only condition that must be met is that the knowledge for morphological segmentation and for phonetic transcription in that language can be expressed in the representation formalisms.
Unfortunately, we were not able to achieve a complete separation of language-specific knowledge and software. The mapping of digit strings on their segmented full orthographic equivalents had to be integrated into the software. The adaptation of this knowledge to a different language requires the replacement of the current Germanspecific software module for digit processing with an appropriate digit processing module for the new language. The German-specific trebling of double consonants between vowels, which is also integrated into the software, can be suppressed System architecture. In its basic form, the system can be described as consisting of two black boxes (see Figure 2 ). Input data for the whole system are orthographic words. After the morphological segmentation, one or more morphological segmentations per word occur as an intermediate result.
The segmentations are the input to the phonetization component, which generates one or more phonetic transcriptions per morphological segmentation.
The morphological component. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the system component for morphological segmentation. As we described in the previous section "The new approach" this component uses linguistic knowledge for the segmentation of orthographic words, as well as a language-specific procedure for the treatment of digits. The linguistic knowledge is distributed over six knowledge sources that exist in two representations:
An external representation, which is readable by a person and can easily be modified by means of an editor An internal representation, which is automatically generated by preprocessors from the external representation and is more suitable for the processing by the interpreter function of the software Thephonetic component. The architecture of the system component for phonetic transcription is shown in Figure 4 . It is very similar to that of the component for morphological segmentation.
The linguistic knowledge concerning the phonetic transcription is stored in two files:
The first file contains definitions of sets of letter strings and of phone strings. We explain the
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purpose of these set definitions in a following subsection, "Knowledge for phonetic transcription." The second file contains the letter-to-phone rules.
As in the morphological component, the knowledge sources exist in an external representation and in an internal representation. The preprocessors translate the external representation into the corresponding internal representation.
The interpreter reads the internal representation of the linguistic knowledge and transcribes the segmentations provided by the morphological component according to the set definitions and the letter-to-phone rules. For each morphological segmentation it generates at least one phonetic transcription.
The algorithmic aspects of the component for phonetic transcription have been documented in References 20 and 21.
The linguistic knowledge and its representation. At present, the system works with linguistic knowledge for the segmentation and transcription of German words. The knowledge is encoded in formalisms that we partially introduce in the two following discussions. The system can also be fed with linguistic knowledge for different languages. Its suitability then depends on the adequacy of the formalisms for the representation of the knowledge, which is necessary to describe the processes of segmentation and transcription in these languages.
Kitowledge for morphological segmentation. In this section we give a survey of the linguistic knowledge currently incorporated into the morphological component and we describe the formalisms for the external representation of the knowledge sources. The contents of some knowledge sources are quite trivial. Therefore, we confine our survey to the two major knowledge sources, the morph dictionary and the word syntax.
The morph dictionary contains a large number of morphs and their morph classes. Each dictionary record contains a morph with up to six morph classes. The set of morph classes, used in the dictionary, must be identical with the set of morph classes in the word syntax.
The German morph dictionary currently contains 10 784 morphs. We created this inventory in the following way:
We started with a list of about 2000 morphs selected from Ortmann. 22 This initial list was augmented with about 4000 morphs, which we extracted from a machinereadable morph list, which the Institut fur deutsche Sprache in Mannheim (Germany) made available to us. Finally, an additional 4000 morphs were inserted, which we obtained by an analysis of the vocabulary in Wahrig. 23 The average number of classes per morph is 1.87. The entire classification scheme consists of 198 different classes. The classes subclassify the morphs IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL, VOL 32, NO 3, 1993 Into prefixes, stems, and suffixes Into verbal, adjectival, nominal morphs According to number, case, tense, mode, degree of comparison, and ablaut
To understand the contents of the word syntax file, we first define the formalisms of right linear regular grammars and finite state transition networks.
A great number of formalisms exist for the representation of the syntaxes of natural languages. These formalisms differ from each other in the sets of languages they can describe, and in the complexity, time, and storage requirements of the algorithms, which parse strings according to grammars written in these formalisms.
Many formalisms and the corresponding parsing algorithms that could be used for morphological segmentation have too much overhead, if used for this task. These are, for example, the context-free and context-sensitive grammars of the Chomsky hierarchy. A syntax formalism of the Chomslcy hierarchy, which may only be sufficient for morphological segmentation, seems to be the formalism of right linear regular grammars (see Figure  5 )- Natiirliche Sprachen als ganze gehoren nicht zu den regularen, die mithilfe eines endlichen Automaten erkannt werden konnen, moglicherweise jedoch Ausschnitte davon, wie der Silbenbau, die Morphologie und die Wortbildung.
[Parts of natural languages, such as the structure of syllables, the morphology, and the word formation, may be recognized by a finite automaton, or regular grammar.]
It is well-known from the theory of formal languages, that right linear regular grammars describe the same set of languages as finite automata and finite state transition networks. Afinite state transition network consists of a set of labeled states, connected by directed arcs, each representing a transition between two states and being labeled with a pattern. Some of the states are initial and others are terminal. The parsing of a given string is performed by finding a path through the WOTHKE 497 T is the alphabet of the terminal symbols. network from an initial state to a terminal state along a sequence of arcs whose label sequence totally matches the complete given string.
In the following we illustrate with an example how the morphological structure of words can be described with the finite state transition network formalism. We then show how this representation can be translated into a functionally equivalent right linear regular grammar. Figure 6 shows an exemplary network representing a very simplified description of a small part of German morphology. It describes a word as consisting of an arbitrary number of prefixes followed by at least one stem. The stem(s) may be followed by an arbitrary number of derivational suffixes. The word may end with a inflexional suffix or it may form a compound word by being concatenated to a word of the structure just described, optionally interspersed with a linking suffix.
The rules of the right linear regular grammar describing the same language as a given finite state transition network are derived from the network in the following way: For each state'-arc-state" transition write down The alphabet N of nonterminal symbols of the grammar consists of the state labels of the network.
The alphabet T of terminal symbols of the grammar consists of the arc labels of the network. The start symbols S of the grammar are the labels of the initial states of the network. Table 5 shows the right linear regular grammar describing the same language as the sample transition network given in Figure 6 .
The word syntax file expected by the preprocessors of the morphological component must contain the rules that describe the sequences of morph classes underlying syntactically wellformed words. The rules must be written in a right linear regular grammar, where the morph classes are the terminal symbols, i.e., the arc labels of the corresponding finite state network. It turned out that for the manual development of the word syntax, the formalism of finite state networks is easier to handle than a right linear regular grammar. So we first represented the syntax with a finite state network, which we finally translated into a functionally equivalent right linear regular grammar, having a format more suitable for machine input. The right linear regular grammar was fed into the automatic segmentation system, where a preprocessor automatically mapped it onto a functionally equivalent nondeterministic finite automaton, which permits a very efficient automatic processing of the word syntax. The interpreter of the morphological component uses the word syntax in the following way. It segments an orthographic input word into morphs found in the IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL VOL 32, NO 3. 1993 morph dictionary. To each morph of the word the interpreter assigns the set of morph classes indicated for it in the dictionary, thus creating a sequence of sets of morph classes associated with the whole word. The syntactic well-formedness of the segmentation is checked by trying to find a path through the whole sequence of sets matching a path from an initial state to a final state through the finite automaton. To avoid an explosion of syntactically ill-formed segmentations (before the syntax is consulted) the syntax checking is nested into the segmentation procedure.
Our German word syntax takes into account the following basic features of German morphology:
Composition. Many words are compound words, i.e., they are concatenations of stems, optionally interspersed with prefixes and suf- A more detailed description of the German specific linguistic knowledge used for morphological segmentation is given in Reference 26.
Knowledge for phonetic transcription. The phonetic component accesses two knowledge sources: set definitions and letter-to-phone rules (as previously mentioned in the section "The phonetic component"). The representation formalisms for these knowledge sources have been influenced to some degree by a formalism introduced by Chomsky and Halle."
The purpose of set definitions is to reduce the number of letter-to-phone rules and to make them more clear. We have introduced sets of letter strings and sets of phone strings as the two types of set definitions.
Different letter strings, occurring in the contextual conditions of a sequence of rules, may be united into aset of letterstrings, if the rules do not differ in any other way. The set is designated with a set identifier. The sequence of rules can then be replaced with one functionally equivalent rule that contains the set identifier, instead of the different letter strings. We want to show this with an example: the letter <b> is usually pronounced [p] , if it occurs within a morph left of the letters < t > , < s > , or <k>. This requires three rules: If we define a set /VLCONS/ with the letters usually corresponding to voiceless consonants, we can replace the three rules with
As we see below, the rule formalism offers the possibility of specifying several alternative transcriptions on the right side of a rule. This is very useful if a letter string has different pronunciations. Look, for example, at the letter < z > in < Walze> (English: roller), <Salz> (English: salt), <tanZen> (English: to dance), and <Schwanz> (English: tail). In addition to the standard pronunciation [@I, also [SI is possible.
Thus we may have two rules with the same alternative pronunciations on the right side:
The concept of sets ofphone strings permits us to simplify these rules to a small degree. If we define a set
The general external format of the set definitions is as follows: Each xi is a set element. In a letter set, each xi represents a letter string. In a phone set, it represents a string of phonetic symbols.
Currently, 31 sets are defined, including such sets as:
The vocalic letters The vocalic letters usually corresponding to There are several conventions to be observed:
String is a string of letters and/or morph boundary symbols. It must not be empty. Left and right each consists of up to five units. One of these units may be a string of letters or morph boundary symbols, or both. The other units must be identifiers of letter sets. At the beginning of left or at the end of right, or both, may occur the word boundary symbol <# >.
Left and right may be empty. An identifier of a letter set may be followed by the restricted Kleene operator. The format of this operator is *n where 1 I n 5 5. The Kleene operator implies that elements of the preceding set may occur up to n-times, but may also be absent. Eachphonetics, is a phonetic transcription of string. If string has (also) no phonetic equivalent, this is to be indicated with a comma c,> in place of one phonetics,. Instead of n alternative phonetic transcriptions, an identifier of a phone set containing these alternative transcriptions may occur on the right side of a rule.
That the left side of a rule (i.e., left, string, and right) may contain morph boundary symbols facilitates that the letter-to-phone rules can consider the morphological structure of the segmented words. This is a considerable advantage compared with our former phonetization system. Furthermore, since more than one phonetic string or a phonetic set may occur on the right side of a rule, it is possible to create multiple transcriptions per word. This is a further substantial advantage.
In a rule set, specific rules have to be placed ahead of the general rules, in order to ensure that the specific rules can be applied. The interpreter of the phonetic component applies a set of letterto-phone rules in the following way: It starts the transcription of a morphological segmentation with the first character after the initial < # > . This is always a morph boundary symbol. With this character, and the left and right context of the character in the segmentation, "in mind," the interpreter searches for the first matching rule, in the sequence of rules, whose string begins with the character. The right side of the first matching rule is appended to the output buffer, where the phonetic transcriptions are created. Now the interpreter advances in the segmentation as many characters as the string of the applied rule contains, and thus it continues with the next character in the segmentation, which has not yet been transcribed. With this character and its context, it restarts the process just described. The interpreter continues this entire process, until the final word boundary symbol e#> has been met.
It is still necessary to describe the actions of the interpreter in the following two situations.
1. If there is more than one phonetic transcription available on the right side of a matching rule, the interpreter produces as many copies of the output string already available as there * are different phonetic transcriptions on the right side, and it appends to each copy one of the transcriptions. 2. If a character in a segmentation does not match any rule, the interpreter distinguishes two cases:
If the character is a morph boundary symbol, it is skipped and the next character in the segmentation is processed. Else, a copy of the character is appended to the output buffer and then the next character in the segmentation is processed.
To show how letter-to-phone rules can be expressed with the formalisms just introduced, we reproduce in Table 6 the rules of Table 2 with these formalisms. In this representation we take the opportunity to indicate morph boundaries in the rules.
Currently, 1460 rules are implemented. Approximately 180 of these rules deal with words that the morphological component cannot segment.
A complete listing of all set definitions and letterto-phone rules has been published by Heinecke and Wothke in Reference 28.
Statistical results
We determined the linguistic performance of the components for morphological segmentation and for phonetic transcription by applying them to the words on rank 1-2000 (control set I) and on rank 200 001-201 000 (control set 11) of a descending frequency list created from a machine-readable newspaper corpus with a total size of 13 208 225 words (tokens). The 2000 most frequent words (the types in control set I) correspond to 9 532 135 tokens, i.e., they cover 72.2 percent of all tokens in the corpus.
Results of morphological segmentation. Table 7 shows statistical data concerning the performance of the segmentation procedure. Of the types in the control sets, 92.2 percent ((2 x 95.75% + 85.10%)/3) were segmented. More than 99 percent of the segmented words received a correct segmentation. Table 8 gives an overview of the words that were not segmented. Many of them are words with spelling errors, foreign words, and proper names, which one cannot expect to be morphologically segmented.
Results of phonetic transcription. Table 9 shows the statistical results of an evaluation of automatically generated phonetic transcriptions. A similar table, containing slightly less affirmative results, was also published in Reference 29. Meanwhile, we have improved the system, and the positive results can be seen in Table 9 . The table shows better results for the tokens of control set I than for its types. This conforms very well with the requirements of our speech recognition system, which uses the transcriptions as reference units, because it will serve for the dictation The inspection of the words with exclusively incorrect transcriptions revealed that a large number of them are proper names (e.g.: <John>, <Gorbatschow>) or words of foreign origin (e.g.: <Ensemble>, <Aids>, <Team>) for which the usual German correspondence rules between letters and phones are not valid. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we described an approach to the automatic phonetic transcription of German words. The transcription process consists of the two main steps, morphological segmentation and morphology-based phonetic transcription. The potentiality of generating multiple transcriptions per word and the integration of morphological knowledge into the transcription system contributed to a substantial improvement of this system's linguistic performance.
This system is currently being used with great success for the automatic generation of phonetic transcriptions in the German version of the largevocabulary speech recognition system TANGOM. Another potential application area of the system lies in the area of text-to-speech synthesis, where it could serve to provide intermediate phonetic transcriptions of the words to be acoustically synthesized. The morphological component of the system could possibly also be used in linguistically-based full-text retrieval systems in order to determine the word stems.
In the future, our research and development efforts may possibly concentrate on the improvement of the morphological segmentation rate for common German words and of the transcription quality for proper names and foreign words.
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Appendix: Transcription examples
The examples of morphological segmentations and phonetic transcriptions that begin on the next page consist of three columns:
Column 1 lists the input words. Column 2 contains for each input word, one or more automatically generated morphological segmentations. Unsegmented words are prefked with e? > .
Column 3 displays one or more automatically generated transcriptions for each segmentation. Two special features of these transcriptions are: (1) Stress markers are missing. Stress is neglected by the current letter-to-phone rules, because the speech recognition system, for which the transcriptions are generated as reference units, does not take into account stress during the recognition process. 
